CIAM F3 RC Helicopter Subcommittee

- Responsible for helicopter classes F3C (RC Aerobatic Helicopters) and F3N (RC Freestyle Aerobatic Helicopters)

- Consists of 19 members from

  Australia, Austria, Belgium, China (Hong Kong), Cyprus, Denmark, Germany, Great Britain, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Norway, Philippines, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, USA
Agenda
1. Review of our proposals for the Plenary Meeting
2. Further procedure of the "wild card" proposal
3. Status of women's classification
4. Status of category 1 events
5. F3C Sport Project
6. Status of the new calculation software (Robert Holzmann)
7. Other matters ...
Review of our proposals for the Plenary Meeting

- Annex 5F.1 F3N Manoeuvre Descriptions & Diagrams
- Annex 5F.2 F3N Set Manoeuvre Drawings
CIAM F3 RC
Helicopter Subcommittee

Further procedure of the "wild card" proposal

- Intention is to increase the number of participants at category 1 events
- Moderate support from the CIAM Bureau
- S/C continue developing the proposal
Status of women's classification

- This item is still under discussion in the CIAM Bureau
- Different proposals how to handle the women’s classification
Status of category 1 events

2021 – World Championships in Romania
2022 – European Championships in Italy
2023 – Bid from USA for World Championships
2024 – No offers
2025 – No offers
F3C Sport Project

- Intention is to create an international F3C Sport Class
- Some countries already participate in that project
- Based on the experiences with this competitions it will be decided whether there will be an international class

- Additional information on http://www.f3cn.org
Status of the new calculation software

- New software is designed by Robert Holzmann
- Webapplication
- A lot of configuration options
Other matters ...

- Any items to talk about?
- Any questions?
Thanks for your attention!